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We Are
Chainsulting
Chainsulting is a consulting and development
company, on the subject of Distributed Ledger
Technology (DLT) & Digital Assets. We show
ways, opportunities, risks and offer
comprehensive solutions. Chainsulting was
founded in 2017 by Florian Protschka and
Yannik Heinze, who are also managing
directors since the beginning.

Meet Our
Core Team
Our Mission
Blockchain today provides an incredible
amount of opportunities for enterprises. For
example, we are witnessing the beginning of a
new era in the financial system. Chainsulting
wants to give as many companies as possible
the chance to participate.

Employee:
2 Full Stake Developer
1 UX/UI Designer
1 Backend Developer
1 Frontend Developer
2 Marketing Specialist

John Doe

Yannik Heinze
Yannik is a software developer, IT
security specialist and in the blockchain
space since many years. Yannik worked
in the past, for well known blockchain
focused companies. He loves to
develop solutions and to advice
startups. Yannik studied IT-forensics in
Germany.

John Doe
Florian Protschka
Florian is a capital market and
technology specialist. Former projects
his company initiated were decorated
with e.g. CNN Future Summit and as
European technology showcase project.
He loves to analyse the opportunities of
technologies, digital assets and to
advice startups. Florian studied
mathematics and economics in
Germany.

SOLUTIONS&
ADVISORY

Our Services
⚙️ Software Development
(Blockchain infrastructures and digital
payment solutions)
⚙️ Security Token Offering Advisory
(Crowdfunding based on digital assets)
⚙️ Software Audit
(Security Audits for Smart Contracts and
Blockchain Infrastructure)

Smart Contract
Security Audit
While the rise of blockchain presents a unique opportunity
to create smart contracts for digital assets, such as token,
smart contract applications come with unique security
concerns that have historically led to millions of USD in
losses (The DAO or Parity Freeze) .
To mitigate these risks, it is necessary to conduct smart
contract security audits, also to provide transparency to the
investors and community.
✓ Certificate of Compliance
✓ Full Report & Recommendations
✓ Automated Vulnerability Testing (Mythril, Slither, Oyente)
✓ Manual Security Testing (SWC-Registry, Overflow etc.)

OpSec
Security Audits & Penetration Testing
We provide in-depth security audits of your systems, services,
and organization. We perform a deep-dive into your systems to
identify weaknesses and potential vulnerabilities that leave your
organization at risk.
We will help you harden your company's overall cybersecurity
posture by remediating known or newly discovered security
vulnerabilities in existing technological infrastructure, software,
or organizational protocol.
✓ Full Report & Recommendations
✓ Automated Vulnerability Testing (Burp Suite, Nessus, ZAP
OWASP)
✓ Manual Security Testing
Regulatory Compliance
The regulatory landscape is forever evolving; maintaining
regulatory compliance can be a daunting task, especially in
highly regulated industries such as finance or healthcare. Let us
do the hard work for you and develop a detailed compliance
plan custom to your business model and your region's
regulatory standards.

Blockchain
as a Service (BaaS)
Individuals and businesses are increasingly willing to adapt
to blockchain technology. However, the technical
complexities and operational overhead involved in creating,
configuring and operating the blockchain, and maintaining
its infrastructure, often act as deterrents to its mass
adoption.
We are offering a viable solution to this problem through
the Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS) model.

We Support or Partner with Global Leader

Initial Token Offering
Solutions & Advisory
ICO/STO
ICOs and STOs are a modern and innovative way for
companies to fund their projects through crowdfunding.
Clients who trust Chainsulting as an advisory company
come from for example Australia, the USA and Europe
(Germany, Switzerland, Austria, France, Poland).

Services:
Startup Advisory | Project Management | Funding Strategy

Read more…

MVP & Product
Development
We duly deliver feature-rich products and we do work with
tight budgets also. Following hard MVP tactics, we remove
any feature that might not be initially required by a large
majority of customer base. It allows us to create a working
product that can be used by real users, accumulate
feedbacks from them, and apply changes to the product
without any unnecessary expenses. We strive to make sure
that every product we create follows both iterative process,
which ensures small and frequent releases every two weeks,
and also extremely agile process of introducing changes.
We work with scrum and product management tools such
as Jira and Trello.
ANDROID/IOS PLATFORMS Java, Flutter, Android SDK,
Swift, Objective C
BACKEND PHP, Laravel, Yii/YII2, Ruby on Rails, .NET,
Node.js, Web3.JS, Docker, Kubernetes, C++, C#, Solidity
FRONTEND Bootstrap, Javascript, Angular.js, HTML5/CSS3,
React.js
DATABASES MySQL, PostgreSQL, MongoDB, Redis,
HyperLedger

How we work
Coach
And we don’t rest until
you are satisfied

Assess

Design

Facilitate

We start by getting at the

Then we design a wildly

Next we do crazy-good

heart of your situation

simple, yet effective

facilitation that brings out

solution

the best
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